Eric Wentzinger

Subject: Изменение на Наредбата за прием на деца в общинските детски градини и в
подготвителните групи в общинските училища на територията на Столична община,
приета от Столичен общински съвет с Решение № 82 по Протокол № 48 от 22.02.2018 г.,
изм. и доп. (отстраняване на техническа грешка) – Решение № 270 по Протокол № 52 от
26.04.2018 г., изм. и доп. – Решение № 510 по Протокол № 58 от 26.07.2018 г., изм.
(отстраняване на техническа грешка) – Решение № 641 по Протокол № 59 от 13.09.2018
г., изм. и доп. – Решение № 69 по Протокол № 70 от 14.02.2019 г., в сила от 18.03.2019 г.

To whom it may concern,
I, hereby, Mr. Eric Wentzinger, residing at the above mentioned address since July 2016, would like to
raise an urgent matter and dispute as per the district long-term residency related to schooling our
children with the rayon of that district which has just been revoked as an extra point to enter the entry
shuffle for our kids young age especially, for them to qualify as an entry to start their conventional
education.
I find unacceptable and disrespectful, the fact that such an advantage and logical attribute for residing
parents and children to be taken away and dismissed.
By doing so, you are directly jeopardizing kids future and making parents’ life unbearable.

I would very request that this long-term residency as per rayon and district are reinstated.

I would like to mention that, I am not a Bulgarian citizen but resident as French origin, and that my own
little boy will suffer from this absoluytely inconvenient decision and irrational. You rae, undirectly and
directly make our children education at risk in every level.

I would like to point that, residency within the, again called district/rayon, should primary to children
living within and have first priority to enter the next schooling season (Sept 2020 – Jun/Jul 2021) with no
question asked.

My origin and country within the EU show a perfect system as per the above and proven residency as
per the above although.
Not to mention, the fact, that we all know as parents, that many children accepted or about to be often
are not even living within that district but used relatives’ addresses to secure their entry which I also
find corrupted, unacceptable, unprofessional and insulting for the residing parents with a true living
address within that same municipality.

I would lasty request a reply as per contact details mention as letter head and would gladly join a
meeting within our parties to discuss the matter and find an adequate and professional not to mention
reasonable solution to find a way forward.

I insist on the fact, that it is completely unacceptable and shocking that residing children cannot get High
priority No 1 to start their formal education.

Thank you.

I look forward to hearing from earliest possible and at your earliest convenience.

Best regards

Eric Wentzinger

